Progranulin genetic variability contributes to amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.
Null mutations in progranulin (PGRN) cause ubiquitin-positive frontotemporal dementia (FTD) linked to chromosome 17q21 (FTDU-17). Here we examined PGRN genetic variability in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a neurodegenerative motor neuron disease that overlaps with FTD at a clinical, pathologic, and epidemiologic level. We sequenced all exons, exon-intron boundaries, and 5' and 3' regulatory regions of PGRN in a Belgian sample of 230 patients with ALS. The frequency of observed genetic variants was determined in 436 healthy control individuals. The contribution of eight frequent polymorphisms to ALS risk, onset age, and survival was assessed in an association study in the Belgian sample and a replication series of 308 Dutch patients with ALS and 345 Dutch controls. In patients with ALS we identified 11 mutations, 5 of which were predicted to affect PGRN protein sequence or levels (four missense mutations and one 5' regulatory variant). Moreover, common variants (rs9897526, rs34424835, and rs850713) and haplotypes were significantly associated with a reduction in age at onset and a shorter survival after onset of ALS in both the Belgian and the Dutch studies. PGRN acts as a modifier of the course of disease in patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, through earlier onset and shorter survival.